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6

Abstract7

Segmentation implies the division of an image into different objects or connected regions that8

do not overlap. Though, extensive research has been done in creating many different9

approaches and algorithms for image segmentation, however, it is still not very clear to assess10

whether one algorithm produces more accurate segmentations than another, whether it be for11

a particular image or set of images, or more generally, for a whole class of images [7]. A12

reliable and accurate segmentation of an image is, in general, very difficult to achieve by13

purely automatic means. Present researches on image segmentation using clustering14

algorithms reveals that K-means clustering algorithm so far produces best results but some15

improvements can be made to improve the results. The biggest disadvantage of our heavy16

usage of k-means clustering, is that it means we would have to think of a k each time, which17

really doesn?t make too much sense because we would like to algorithm to solve this on his18

own. Therefore we tried to find the K automatically and so create segmentation without any19

human giving ?”hints?” to the algorithm. So we tried to make the process automatic. In this20

paper, the combined segmentation of RGB and HSV color spaces give more accurate21

segmentation result compared to segmentation of single color space. For keeping the k22

parameter as small as possible, we had to keep different intensity levels of the same color on23

the same segment to estimate the right k automatically for the algorithm.24

25

Index terms— automated k-means, clustering, RGB, HSV, segmentation, color space, cluster, image26
processing, color image, K-means clustering.27

1 I. Introduction28

ith the impetuous improvement in the digital technology, digital image play very significant role in modern era29
with its rapidly uses at medical sector and the visualization sector. Digital image can be described as a large30
number array of discrete dots where each dot has a brightness level associated with it.31

These dots are simply represents as pixels or picture elements. Image segmentation is defined as; ”the search32
for homogeneous regions in an image and later the classification of these images”. Segmentation signifies the33
partition of an image into different objects or connected regions that do not overlap. Highly use of Real world34
image segmentation issues have multiple objectives like reduce overall deviation, maximize property, reduce the35
options or reduce the error rate of the classifier. In image processing, it is still not very clear to measure whether36
one algorithm express more accurate segmentation than another, whether it be for related image, particular37
image or set of images, or more usually, for a whole class of each images [4]. The modern researches on digital38
image segmentation generally use K-means clustering algorithm which doesn’t express best results but after some39
elevation of K-means algorithm, it could express the results better. In this paper, the combined segmentation40
of RGB and HSV color spaces give more accurate segmentation result compared to segmentation of single color41
space our main objectives while segmenting images of different kind like using the RGB color space where we42
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5 E) HSV COLOR SPACE

wanted to get rid of different intensity level of the same color shade which is not satisfied. Hence, we thought43
of another representation to color images the HSV color space which will ease our solution to segmentation44
Pattern Recognition and Image Analysis MacQueen J proposed some methods for classification and analysis of45
multivariate observations. Y. Li and Y. Shen done a great job about Robust image segmentation algorithm46
using fuzzy clustering based on kernel-induced distance measure whereas D. E. ??lea Clustering (also called47
unsupervised learning) is the method of partitioning a data-set into various groups. Sometimes the members of48
every group are as similar (close) as probable to one another, and sometimes different groups are as dissimilar49
(far) as possible from one another [9]. Clustering can discover previously unperceived relationships in a data50
set. There are various applications for cluster analysis. Cluster analysis can be used to discover and distinguish51
customer segments for marketing purposes. In Biology, it uses at alignment of plants and animals given their52
features. Not only that it can also be used in pattern recognition spatial data analysis, image processing etc.53
[20] In other words, clustering means collection of data or distribution a large data set into smaller data sets of54
some similarity [5]. An important appearance in clustering is how to designate the similarity between individual55
objects, Clusters can be made from objects with the possibility of high similarity within clusters and low similarity56
between clusters [7]. Commonly, to measure similarity or dissimilarity between objects there are many popular57
methods, such as Euclidean, Manhattan and Minkowski are used. A distance function executes a lower value for58
similar objects that are more similar to one another. Requirements of good cluster:59

? The ability to discover some or all of the hidden clusters also handle high dimensionality. ? Within-cluster60
similarity and between-cluster dissimilarity and Scalable, Interpretable and usable ? Ability to deal with various61
types of attributes, can deal with noise and outliers.62

Hierarchical Clustering is a set of nested clusters organized as a hierarchical tree and on the other hand63
Partitioning Clustering is a division data objects into non-overlapping subsets (clusters) such that each data64
object is in exactly one subset [4]. The k-means algorithm works like to cluster ”n” number of objects based on65
characteristic into k partitions, where k < n. Simply speaking it is an algorithm to group or to classify objects66
based on their corresponding features into K number of group. Here K is always positive integer number [16].67
In general, the group is created based on minimizing the sum of distances between the corresponding clusters68
centroid and data ??5] [11].69

2 c) Basic Steps of K -Means Clustering Algorithm70

Given n objects, choose k number of clusters to be determined. Choose k objects randomly as the initial cluster.71
Assign each object to their closest cluster center. Update the center of each cluster (Calculate mean points) until72
no changes on cluster centers (i.e. Centroids do not change location any more). A number of other strategies73
stands for verifying K, including cross-verify, information criteria, the information the silhouette procedure,74
theoretic jump procedure and also the G-means algorithm. In addition, monitoring the classification of data75
points across various groups provides acumen into how the algorithm is partitioning the data for each K.76

3 d) Choosing ”K” of K -Means Clustering Algorithm77

The algorithm described over discovers the clusters and data set labels for an individual pre-chosen K. To discover78
the number of clusters in the data, the user needs to operate the K-means clustering algorithm for a range of K79
values and compare the outcomes. In general, there is no procedure for recognizing exact value of K [18].80

4 Figure 4: Elbow Point Example81

One of the metrics that is generally used to compare outcomes across several values of K is the mean distance82
between data points and their cluster centroid. Since increasing the number of clusters will always maximize83
this metric and minimize the distance to data points to the ultimate of reaching zero when K is the same as the84
number of data points. Thus, this metrics cannot be used as the absolute target.85

5 e) HSV Color Space86

HSV color space will be more compatible for conduct with segmentation of rough color images. We can describe87
HSV color space with the help of a hex cone with three extensions where the middle vertical axis describes the88
intensity [level 18]. Here H represents Hue. Basically Hue is an angle, which range is [0,2 ?] comparative to angle89
0 at red axis, 2 ?/3 at green axis, 4?/3 at blue axis and red again at 2?. S represents Saturation, which represents90
how authentic the hue is with respect to a white section. This can be concern of as the depth or integrity of91
color and is measured as a long range distance from the middle axis with properties between 0 at the center to92
1 at the outer surface [13]. While, for a given intensity and hue, if the saturation is qualified from 0 to 1, the93
comprehend color switch from a shade of gray to the most authentic form of the color represented by its hue.94
Diagrammatic view is given below [5]: V represents Value which percentage is between 0 to 100. This percentage95
range can be concern as the amount of light expressing a color. For example, the value is high and when the hue96
is red, the color seems bright. On the other hand, it looks dark when the value is low. Following figures show97
the HSV converted image of the original image [5]: RGB color space is also called additive color space, which98
can be described well based on the RGB color model [10]. Three chromaticity’s is represented by a particular99
RGB color space which includes the red, green, and blue additive primaries, and also generate any chromaticity100
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with a triangle which represented by Year 2017 ( ) F those fundamental colors. A gamma correction curve and101
a white point chromaticity also requires for the total specification of an RGB color space ??12]. Three colored102
lights for red, green, and blue are produced and described from An RGB color space, for example, shining three103
lights together onto a white wall in a dark room: one red light, one green light, and one blue light, each with104
dimmers. If only the red light is on, the wall will be red. If only the green light is on, the wall will look green.105
If the red and green lights are on together, the wall will look yellow. Dim the red light and the wall will become106
more of a yellow-green. Dim the green light instead, and the wall will become more orange. Typical RGB input107
devices are color TV and video cameras, image scanners, video games, and digital cameras.108

6 IV. Methodology109

To generate the best practical segmentation, we intend to use images with known characteristics, where most110
popular use about the segmentation is color. Our aim is to find out an amusing way to segment the image by the111
colors with the k means clustering algorithm, which includes mapping the image pixels to the RGB color space112
and HSV color space (i.e. if pixel 4, 5 holds the values red: 50, green: 30, blue: 20, we map it to the point (50,113
30, 20) on a 3d space representing the RGB and HSV values). Our proposed function works like to adjust the114
input to the format of k means procedure for expects to get and ran a few tests. Our motivation was to keep115
the k parameter as small as possible to estimate the right k automatically for the algorithm. For that, we had to116
keep different intensity levels of the same color on the same segment; for example trying to keep light green and117
dark green in the same segment. Our basic supposition for this part of the work, was that whether given a data118
set of n clusters, when we operate K means algorithm with parameter k=m (Where m>n). The centers which119
is created by the algorithm would be closer to each other than if we ran the algorithm with the parameter k=n120
(the actual number of clusters). So the minimum distance between the cluster centers would decrease.121

7 Figure 9: Proposed Technique of RGB Color Segmentation122

To reduce the K parameter, we start with a high value of K, and iteration ally reducing it, until we go an indicated123
condition, which normally has to do with the minimum distance between the centers of the segmentation resulted124
by the k-means algorithm. For calculate the sample values of RGB and HSV we used Matlab. Of the colors we125
wanted to separate, we tried to take the algorithm to a point where it wouldn’t accumulate those colors under126
the corresponding segment. If we consider the minimum distance between the colors then we can use a condition127
that will force the k to be small enough that the various segments generated will be at least as far from one128
another, as the various colors of the game play world, we won’t get a segment with colors ”close to one another”.129
We confined heavily on our basic supposition, associated with hope that various intensity of the same color may130
be closer to one another, after decreasing K value and increases the minimum distance our proposed algorithm is131
ends. Basically various ”shades” of the same color are multiplication by a constant of a basic vector in the RGB132
space. If in the data set there are several clusters, each one representing several intensity level of the color. Our133
main goal is to get rid of various intensity level of the same color hue. Hence, the illustration to color images the134
HSV color space which will comfort our solution to segmentation [8]. The HSV color space has several parameters135
for the HUE, SATURATION and VALUE (intensity) of the pixel, and so we get instinctive access to the actual136
hue of the pixel, without any concerns about several intensity level.137

8 V. Performance Results138

9 a) Performance Matrices139

We discovered that even though the K-Means algorithm does a great job, but when we tried to make the process140
automatic with the right automatic K, even though we were in a restricted world of images, the process wasn’t141
easy, and obviously our results are not perfect, but not too far away. On images of unknown source, the problem142
becomes much harder. So we proposed an algorithm to minimize the K parameter by itself, at the beginning of143
time it starts with high value of K, and then iteration ally reducing it, until we meet a certain condition, which144
generally has to do with the minimum distance between the centers of the segmentation. Now, the problem is145
to choose a condition which will make the algorithm stop and calculate the ”right” k. We can easily fix this146
certain condition based on our knowledge of the game play images, like the colors existing in the world. On fruit147
ninja game play image we sampled the different colors from all the individual fruits in the game, and using the148
minimum distance between the fruits as a starting point for a terminating condition. We noticed with this result,149
the perceive areas to be segment and assigned to in the result. The background got divided to two segments.150
Here someone can argue that if we segment the image based only on colors, but we wanted it to be a good151
pre-processing for a later by object recognition algorithm. But as we started implementing this method, we152
realized that there is much simpler solution. Hence, we thought of another representation to color images the153
HSV color space which will ease our solution to segmentation. The HSV color space has different parameters154
for the HUE, the SATURATION and the VALUE (intensity) of the pixel. Again, the fully automatic algorithm155
isn’t perfect, the usage of the minimum distance condition isn’t enough to accurately estimate the K parameter156
but we do ideas on how to improve it. In the restricted world of game play images, HSV based segmentation157
did much better than the RGB version. The fact that we can ignore the pixels intensity level opened up a way158
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13 VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

to clearly segment the picture based on hue only, which, in this scenario specifically is very good. Year 2017 ( )159
F No representation is better than the other though we wanted to emphasize this fact, so we provide examples160
from real world images; there HSV color space to eliminate different intensities of the same hue isn’t performing161
too well, as opposed to RGB.162

10 b) Working Results when HSV is better than RGB163

The major step we did was the HSV color space to get a clearer segmentation view to us, for better out come in164
the future we like to add the K recognition feature which still requires work to be fully functional.165

Here is several samples of the results we achieved, with some annotations: From the figure number 12 and 13166
we get a clear view that our proposed K-means clustering algorithm give better output on Game play images167
and also can segment properly without giving any human hints of find out the number of ”K.”168

11 c) Working Results when RGB is better than HSV169

Segmentation by colors generally show a very perfect sense of the picture, and can be a decent preprocessing170
for stages like object visualization. The role of segmentation is authentic in most tasks requiring image analysis.171
The success or failure of the process is often a direct result of the success or failure of segmentation. However,172
an authentic and exact segmentation of an image is, in general, very difficult to acquire by purely automatic173
means. Considering the pros and cons of the main algorithm used (K-Means Clustering) and the fact that174
segmentation can be understand differently by different people, we set our minds to several goals. When we175
worked with Real world Images our RGB results were so much better than HSV Color Space method. We got176
proper segmentations. Here some results are given below: For the segmentation we have proposed the idea of177
k means clustering algorithm which involves mapping the image pixel to the RGB color space and HSV color178
space. We proposed some function to set the input to the format the k-means iteration expects, and ran few179
tests where the outputs were quite impressive [8]. For keeping the k parameter as small as possible, to estimate180
the right k automatically for the algorithm, we had to keep various intensity levels of the color on the same181
segment. We know that different ”shades” of the same color (different intensities) are basically multiplication182
by a constant of a basic vector in the RGB space. The most disadvantage of our excessive usage of k-means183
clustering is that it means we would have to think of a k every time, which really not the perfect way because we184
would like to proposed the algorithm to solve this by own. Therefore we attempted to get the K automatically185
and so express segmentation without any user giving ”hints” to the algorithm. As we explained before, for these186
scenarios (Game play images), RGB isn‘t Performing exceptionally well.187

12 d) Comparison between optimal K-Means and Automated188

K-Means Algorithom189

For the scenario (Game play images), RGB isn‘t Performing well. If the color set is known then for the same190
color hue we don’t need to give different Segments to different intensity levels, K-Means algorithm on the HSV191
color space does more impressive job. From below example we can easily compare the K value between Optimal192
K-Means and our Automated K-Means at RGB and HSV Color space. On RGB color space, the optimal K193
value and the Automated K value was not so close. So on game play images, our proposed automated K-Means194
algorithm could not provide impressive result; On the other hand when we worked with automated K-Means on195
HSV Color space, we got the K value so much closer with optimal K-Means value. So most of the times it gave196
us impressive result and also achieved our goal. But it is difficult to say HSV result is all time better than RGB197
result with our proposed automated K-Means algorithm.198

Although K-means algorithm does comparatively better task but the process commits little bit ambiguous199
while we have try to choose the actual k. We efficient about various ways to select the right ”K” for the200
algorithm, like G-Means clustering, which uses statistics and hypotheses about the data to calculate the K, and201
X-means algorithm which didn’t supposed to give a result that would glut [2]. So we tried to make the method202
instinctive, even though we were in a strict world of images, the work is not easy and accurate but not impossible203
by any means. When worked with RGB color space, our proposed technique is not gave us suitable result.204
The optimal K value and the automated K value is quite difference. Work with normal K-means algorithm has205
quite few problems regarding the color segmentation of images that it we would have to think of ”K” each time206
for segmentation result, which is one of the biggest disadvantage of k-means clustering algorithm. Basically it207
doesn’t make too much intuition because we would like to do algorithm to execute this by own. When we worked208
with HSV Color space, the optimal K vale and the automated K value is quite same which assure us that our209
automated K-means algorithm performed better at HSV color space.210

13 VI. Conclusion and Future Work211

We discovered that even though the K-Means algorithm does a great job, the fact that we have to Year 2017 ( )212
F choose a k makes using it a bit problematic. When we tried to make the process automatic but the job wasn’t213
easy, and obviously our results are not perfect, but not too far away. The characteristics which we use for our214
working procedure is color: As most of us know, the different figures in the game are fruits, which usually have215
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very different colors, and so segmentation by colors usually gives a very correct feel of objects, and can be a good216
preprocessing for stages like object recognition. We found the numbers we used to terminate the reduction of K217
based on samplings from game play images and manipulations on the results, general pictures are not supposed to218
work this way. However we wanted to emphasize the fact that no representation is better than the other. In the219
restricted world of Game play images, HSV based segmentation did much better than the RGB version. The fact220
that we can ignore the pixels intensity level opened up a way to clearly segment the picture based on hue only,221
which, in this scenario specifically is very good. HSV representation is not better generally all the time, because222
for real world images, the RGB representation gave us better outcomes which show us about the importance of223
having different representations of the same object. Those methods we implemented that did not get the best224
performance. We tried to get the right K but it was so much difficult for us to detect it. We only worked with225
RGB color pace and HSV color space. We tried to get best result with RGB and HSV color space with our226
automated K-Means algorithm but all time we did not get best result from our proposed algorithm. Not only227
that, it was so much difficult to get the right K from our proposed algorithm. In future we will try to modify our228
proposed automated K-Means algorithm to get the accurate K all time at all color space. Now we only worked229
with two color space but in future we will like to work with more color space like CMYK, L*a*b, YCBCR, HSL230
etc. after work with these color spaces we can easily compare which will be best for image segmentation.
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